In the calculation of two-point functions for models of field theory by means of functional integration the transition from lattice space, where the functional integrals were calculated, to continuous space was practicable only with difficulties. These difficulties were overcome by means of some kind of renormalization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In this connection the question occurs, if also in quantum mechanics in calculations by means of functional integration the mentioned transition requires renormalization or if the «-dependence is of another kind than in field theory and permits the transition e 0 («is the volume of an elementary cell in the lattice space, in quantum mechanics the corresponding space is the time axis and € is a time difference). To clarify this question we calculate the two-point function = (WolT^M Vo> in analogy to the mentioned field theory works by functional integration and examine the «-dependence.
By standard methods we get the FOURIER transform
xpn are the stationary states of the quantum mechanical system and OJ^Q are the transition-frequencies between the states if n and rp0. x(t) in (1) is the position-operator in the HEisENBERG-picture, x in (2) is the position-operator in the SCHRÖDINGER-picture. ux and zx are fixed times. The formulation of (1) by functional integrals yields 
V(x) contains a parameter I in the considered cases.
In the numerator of (3) we expand the term with L0 and then we perform the functional integrations in the lattice space. The resulting contributions can be represented by graphs. We take into consideration the denominator by the fact that in the numerator the factor <p0 (see below), which is contained in each term, and terms corresponding to unconnected graphs are neglected. The denominator of (3) was introduced in order to remove these terms (cf. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] •<pn + 1du2dz2...
We have already mentioned that we calculate in the lattice space, at which we have in quantum mechanics a one-dimensional lattice space (t axis). "lim" in (9) means transition from lattice to continuous space. For symmetrical potentials with
we get from (9) nonvanishing contributions only in the case of coinciding latticepoints (ut,..., un, zx,..., zn) 
-oo with the help of this we perform the FOURIER transformation, and
(13) means the second derivative of the function d (t) at t = 0 and was calculated in lattice space 7 .
For technical details we refer again to the cited literature.
^(co) contains the following contributions, at which we have left out numerical factors consisting of weight factors, manifolds, expansion-coefficients from (6), numerical factors in the fr and numerical factors from (13) 
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Q . The numbers above the horizontal lines denote the manifold of the corresponding graphs, the numbers below mean that we must use only that part of the graph which contributes to the considered ak (see projection operators below) 3 ' 5 .
The graphs in brackets have equal powers of M, X and (i«) and differ only in numerical factors, so we must use in general considerations only one graph of each bracket. If one defines a multiplication of graphs 3 ' 6 we can write By the rules described in the literature 11 5 we get for the necessary graphs the following expressions (see Fig. 6 ):
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at which CJ, c2 and c3 are numerical factors. The FOURIER transformation of (17) can be done with relation (12) and the derivatives of the ^-function are given by (13).
The Potentials V(x) = A | * | *
We carry out the outlined programme for the symmetrical potentials
By the relation 
In (20) we have to demand r > -1 for convergence at zero, which is fulfilled in our theory, for convergence at infinity we have to replace for r ^ p-1 X by X -iX' (A'>0) and after integration letting 
(25)
After summation over v the last expression of (26) v = l, r = 2 contributes to j = 2, corresponds to (23) 
The numbers Bv are again determined by the numbers bj by equations similar to (27). The analogue is valid for Cv etc. The comparison of (2) and (15) shows that the ak must be real. Because a, ß, y etc. are real expressions the ak are real indeed [cf. Eqs. (16)]. So the prescribed procedure yields real and £-independent results for ak and the comparision of (2) and (15) leads to real energy eigenvalues <0^ (more exactly <onG is the difference between the energy eigenvalue En and the groundstate energy £0).
Ambiguity of the Transition £ -> 0
The powers of e in (23) are -2 j/p -j + 2. These powers are always negative for j 2 but we get for 7 = 1, which occurs only in a, -2/p + l gO for p § §2. determine the Av by the a;-. We can perform the transition £ 0 also in another way. We write Eq. (33) in the following form:
Now this expression we can replace after performing the limiting procedure £ ->0 by
I (A/)
.
The Aj are again determined by the a}, but now the following equations hold: from which follows A2 = 3 Ax + A2, 
With this nine numbers the coefficient of Ax is 0,38414, and it is very doubtful if it converges to one as Eq. (39) requires. But at present we have no proof. To clarify the question, which of the two transitions yields the best results in future works we shall calculate by our approximation scheme energy eigenvalues for some in quantum mechanics exactly soluble potentials. Against the second transition £ •-> 0 we notice, that in it ax and consequently Ax corresponding to graphs Fig. 1, Fig. 2 b, Fig.  3 c etc. , which are the only contributions in the field theory of free fields 2 , apparently do not occur. The last remark is important only in the case of noncoincidence of the two transition ways. The question of coincidence or noncoincidence of the two transition ways is closely connected to the question of convergence of the occurring series, which is to answer as difficult as in field theoretical perturbation theory.
The Potential V(x) = Xx* + jxX 2
For generalization we consider a linear combination of above treated potentials. One of the simplest example is the potential
The needed integrals are The aj again contain all numerical factors. We reorder the series (47) in powers of e and corresponding to the second transition way of the previous section we leave out with regard to e -0 all terms with positive power of e. The transition £ -H>-0 yields the real and ^indepen-dent expression for ß yield a = a0* + 2
(But now the above left out terms with positive power of £ disappear.) Analogous considerations
The B* are again determined by the b*.
Field Theory
The step from (23) to (24) Electron repulsion and spin properties of ^-electrons are explicitely considered in POPLE'S SCFtheory; in the comethod electron interaction is included in a simple way, but there is no physical justification for this procedure. In this paper we describe an LCAO-method (cors-method) , in which ?r-electron repulsion is explicitely included and spin properties are neglected. Bond lengths, dipole moments, ionisation energies are calculated, and an explanation of the SCHEIBE phenomenon is given.
In den Ji-Elektronentheorien werden zur angenä-herten Beschreibung der Elektronenzustände nur die Tr-Elektronen explizit behandelt. Die genaueren jr-Elektronentheorien (z. B. PoPLE-Methode 1 ) berück-sichtigen sowohl die Abstoßung der .T-Elektronen als auch die Antisymmetrieeigenschaften der czr-Elektronenwellenfunktionen. Die einfachen ^r-Elektronentheorien (z. B. HücKELsche Theorie 2 ) lassen beide Effekte unberücksichtigt und führen daher in vielen Fällen bei der Deutung von Moleküleigenschaften zu Diskrepanzen.
